A characterization is a structure of knowing we’ve formed about another person
that is negative and points to their shortcomings. When we characterize someone,
we see them through the grid of our assessments and judgments.

We no longer

SEE the Person,
the other human being standing in
front of us – we only see the evidence
we’ve gathered about that person.

The Red Lens – People are Schmucks
The person I am with…
Is damaged and has something wrong with them that needs to be fixed.
Doesn’t have their own answers.
Requires that I have their answers and my job is to fix them.
Is not committed to the matter of his or her own life, has no goals or
dreams .
Is a drain on me.

The red lens view is all about “me.” It’s my life looking at their life and drawing conclusions.
The green lens requires less effort in that you don’t have to “be the solution” and it is really the
heart of compassion. What would your experience be with someone you saw through the green
lens? How would you begin to act around them?
Seeing someone through the green lens doesn’t mean you ignore bad behavior. It’s about
shifting the focus and how you act when you encounter that behavior.

Our conclusions have an effect on whether we see someone through a red lens or a
green lens. One way to observe that we have a conclusion around someone is to
observe and notice whether we see them through a red lens or a green lens:
The Green Lens – People are Heroes
The person I am with…
Is a hero on a hero’s journey. They are whole and complete.
Has their own answers.
Has goals and dreams and wants to make a difference.
Is a contribution to me in some way.
Deserves that I interact with them with Dignity and Respect. (They way I
want to be treated)

